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Bestselling author Tim LaHaye and prophecy expert Thomas Ice teamed up to produce a visual

resource unmatched by anything available in the Christian book marketplace! The result of decades

of careful research and Bible study, the charts and well-written explanatory text provide a

fascinating picture of the times ahead. Charting the End Times includes...A foldout portraying God's

complete plan for the agesMore than 50 full-color charts and diagramsTimelines of the end timesA

comprehensive overview of the key elements of the last daysClear answers to tough end-times

questionsProviding a wealth of information, this book is certain to become a popular study tool for

understanding God's unfolding plan!
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If you are interested in what the Bible (the Old and New Testaments) has to say about prophesy, I

found this an excellent book. Charting the End Times manages to summarize the Bible in a easy to

read book filled with many charts that help the reader visualize what is going on.The book is not

perfect - the authors don't go into as much detail as I would have liked. But the authors have other

books that serve that purpose. And in a few instances, their logic is questionable. But all-in-all, it

was very well done. This book is intended to clearly show what the authors believe about Bible

prophesy. They do a very good job of showing what the Bible says and then distinguishing what

they think it means. Readers can draw their own conclusions.I'm fairly well-read on the subject and

found myself agreeing with about 80% of the book. I disagreed with about 2%, and am still thinking



about the rest... It is well worth the purchase price.Also recommended: Why I Believe (ISBN

0849937396)

Tim LaHaye is the co-author of the Left Behind series and this is a very comprehensive chart book

on the end times from a premillennial dispensationalist pretribulational viewpoint. If you agree with

that viewpoint (which I do), then you would love this book. It is very detailed and has many

wonderful color charts which explains O.T. and N.T. prophecies such as that of Daniel and

Revelation. If you don't agree with the premillennial/ pre-trib viewpoint, you may not like it that much.

But I believe that no matter which millennial viewpoint you adopt, you would still find this book

beneficial and informative. I highly recommend it!

I just finished reading this book and I have to say how impressed I am with the format in which it is

written. I found it very easy to understand and I come from a background of Pre-trib view (based

upon the Word of God) and enjoyed reading from someone who was not afraid to state what he

believes without having to conform so as not to offend.Much like a great teacher, Billye Brim, Tim

LaHaye reminds everyone that while the whole bible is for the Church, the whole bible is not about

the Church and this book had a great focus on Israel and their place in end times prophesy.I

strongly recommend this tool for anyone who is new to end times prophecy and wants a crash

course! You will be amazed at how much you will learn from this book.The great thing about this

book also is that Tim LaHaye backs up his arguments with scripture for everything. His LITERAL

interpretation of prophesy is the way to go, based upon other prophesies in history that were literally

fulfilled. The problem with looking for a metaphoric or symbolic meaning to prophesy is that it is too

open to many interpretations and human error. God is indeed a mysterious God, but He does not do

anything without first revealing it to His prophets and He reveals it in a way we can understand. Like

a loving parent would be straight when warning their child, so God is when He warns us of things to

come so that we can be prepared.The fact that there are bible references all throughout this book

means that once you do the crash course and simply read it through, you can go back and do

further study yourself by reading all the bible references and cross referencing in your own study

bible.To sum up, I really do recommend this book. It can be a great help people at many levels of

prophesy study.

With many endtimes books on the market, several by LaHaye and Ice, I'd expected that this book

would be predictable and redundant, so was surprised that its unique combination of 50 colorful



charts with instructive text indeed adds to prophecy comprehension. So, for example regarding the

Temple Mount, instead of merely reading a historical and discriptive narrative, there's also the

following--Chart #34-The Tabernacle, Temple and Ark in History and Prophecy includes- Timeline

with descriptions ("Conquest and Settlement," "Monarchy," "Exile," etc.)- Above, pictures of

corresponding structures (Tabernacle, 1st Temple, 2nd Temple, Dome of the Rock, etc.)- Below,

descriptions (for ex, "Ark is built by Moses and Bezalel," "2nd Temple Enlarged (Herod)")- Way

above, glowing light pictures above only the structures that God dwelt in ("Shekinah glory")Other

helpful charts are #22-"75-Day Preparation for the Millenium" (the 75-Day Interval); # 28-"The

Dispensations," and #34-"Ezekiel 40-48," which included "2-D Millenial Temple" and "Division of

Land During the Millenium." Both the book dimensions and the quality, glossy pages make

CHARTING THE END TIMES a possible coffee table book suitable for discussion-starting or for

being easily found to inform anyone left behind after the rapture. Both LaHaye and Ice are "pre-trib,

pre-mil dispensationalists," which is reflected in this book, and which just means that they think the

rapture will happen before ("pre") a literal Tribulation period of 7 years before ("pre") a literal

Millenium of a literal 1000 year reign of Christ on Earth. For readers not into LaHaye's bestselling

LEFT BEHIND fiction series, I'm not either, yet I found this book impressive.
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